Library Scavenger Hunt
THAR 156 Dexter
Spring 2019

The purpose of this assignment is to familiarize students with the resources provided by the campus library and the physical layout of Evans and Evans Annex. Each group will be assigned a research topic related to the study of dress.

Visit the Evans Library and Evans Annex with your group to answer the following questions. You will need all of your group members, a camera or camera phone, and a USB flash drive to complete the assignment. Assignments should be submitted through eCampus before 5PM February 13th in .doc or .pdf format. Before submitting your assignment, please check that all answers and images are included and legible.

*The librarians at the circulation desk are very busy with their regular duties. Please use the library website as a source of information before asking a librarian for help with this assignment.

1. Use LibCat to find a book on the research topic assigned to your group.
   a. Locate this book in the stacks. Take a picture of the book on the shelf and include the books to either side. Be sure that the call numbers are legible in the picture.
   b. Provide the title, call number and picture in your assignment.
2. Locate one of the scanners available for student use.
   a. Take a picture of the scanner and then scan the title page of the book your group found. You will need a USB flash drive to save your scan.
   b. Include the photo of the scanner and the title page in your assignment.
   c. Be courteous; place the book on a reshelving cart when your group is finished.
3. Using the Library website, find the THAR 156 Class Guide.
   a. Identify one of the databases listed on the Finding Articles tab.
4. Where is the Media and Reserves desk located? What are their regular hours?
5. Take a photo of the Liberal Arts, Arts, and Humanities building from the window of the skywalk.
6. Locate a group study room and take a group photo in (or just outside) one of the rooms.
7. Take a group photo with one of the five book drop locations on campus.
8. What do you do if the book you need is checked out?
9. Name something other than a book, CD, or DVD that can be checked out from the library.
10. Identify three distinct types of spaces found within the library.
Research Topic by Group

1. Ethnic dress
2. Military uniforms
3. Athletic protective gear
4. Armor
5. Equestrian dress
6. Scarification
7. Tattoos
8. Textiles
9. Religious dress
10. Hair styles
11. Hats
12. Jewelry
13. Professional dress
14. Dancewear
15. Indigenous dress
16. Body building
17. Maternity clothing
18. Sari
19. Fashion design
20. Wigs
21. Second-hand clothing
22. Occupational dress
23. School uniforms
24. Shoes
25. Formal gowns
26. Tuxedo
27. Masks
28. Facial hair
29. Body image
30. Makeup and cosmetics
31. Corsets
32. Plastic surgery
33. Camouflage
34. Cosplay
35. Swimwear
36. Prosthetics
37. Dress codes
38. Wearable electronics
39. Jeans and denim
40. Silk
41. Eyewear
42. Handbags
43. Fast fashion